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DASTSPay Riding On The Right Trend
Big Data

We develop and welcome apps providers to
participate DASTS dapps for business, games,
music, social network, health and many more

Mobile Apps

Support online payment and
merchants listing

Global Payment Gateway
Third party payment gateway
and settlement

Worldwide merchants

Worldwide F&B, lifestyle, utility
bills, retailers and etc

Subversive Business Model
Affiliates
Merchants
Programs

O2O
Marketing
Platform

Mobile
Payment

In this Internet Era, the new economic form has deeply integrated in all levels of
society and affects global ecology. DASTS Team Innovative Idea combines different
business models and utilizes Large Application Data to create a new Ecosystem,
thus achieving an omnidirectional and efficient service platform.
DASTS Team will combine Financial Management, Global Fund Transfer, Shopping,
Payment, Education, Media, Entertainment, etc, to create a full range service
platform. The central theme that DASTS Team is working towards are the Integration
of Resources, Borderless Exchange Rate and Financial Freedom. In the response to
the Internet trend, implementation of diversified marketing in all aspects of life is
inevitable. By integration and development of different industries, we will obtain
Large Amount of Application Data for DASTS Team to create data that worth billions.
These large application data will lay a solid foundation for our future ecosystems.

DASTSPay Chain - a new consumer-oriented mobile application, is committed
to provide Internet users with life services, leisure and entertainment, catering
and shopping review and navigation and other types of business information,
timely promotions and consumer comments on the interactive platform; it has
a reward system in which the reward points can be exchanged for selected
products or coupons. Therefore, users can be part of the shared economy by
earning points. By linking with businesses around the globe, DASTSPay Chain
can provide consumers with discounts, reviews and navigation around the
world, allowing you to find the most delicious food and the most valuable
goods in the neighbourhood wherever you are and in the most convenient way

Big Data Integrates
Heterogeneous Alliance
Established a fun & energetic Merchant-User Interactive Platform
Forms Strong O2O/P2P/B2C/M2C Internet+ Service System
Re-defined Business Structure in the Internet World

The Business Benefits of TUMS as a Cryptocurrency
TUMS are backed up by Fiat, silver, gold, and other assets.
The cryptocurrency has gained more legitimacy Businesses are beginning to
accept Cryptocurrency and other altcoins, and more small businesses are
looking at cryptocurrency, not just an investment or commodity, They are
definite to choose to accept altcoins at your small business. TUMS are aiming
to be a business-friendly digital cryptocurrency provider that focus on trading
and transaction-based businesses. The idea is to be fully utilized in Malaysia
and to bring in FDI as well provide the services globally.

GLOBAL CURRENCY
TUMS can ultimately be purchased by anyone who has an internet connection
and a fiat currency to trade for the digital coins. In many countries where the
fiat currency is notoriously unstable, residents are becoming more and more
interested in stablecoins - TUMS.

DASTS’s business banking solutions generates not only
the ability for merchants to accept cryptocurrencies, but also:
Conversion between cryptocurrencies and fiat money.
Increases the speed of payment, (compared to other than cash).
Reduced costs. Flexibility with a wide range of payment solutions.
Reliability, and a scalable blockchain-based platform that enables members to
save in broad range of services including travel, insurance, discounts, automotive,
crypto-loans and crypto banks, news and safety, etc.

DASTS Trust Company is a regulated financial institution on a mission to create a global,
frictionless economy. By building infrastructure to enable the movement between physical and
digital assets, TUMS is created for a future where all assets—from money to commodities to
securities—are digitized and can move instantaneously, 24/7.
Today, as the first regulated DASTS Trust Company for digital assets, TUMS technology makes it
possible to custody, tokenize, trade and settle assets. Our institutional-grade stablecoin,
TUMS(T令), is t he wor ld’s most popular a l te r n at i ve sta b l e co i n . L e a r n m o re at
www.daststoken.com

TUMS is built as an Ethereum-based ERC-20 token so that it has portability across the
Ethereum blockchain’s extensive network of wallets, exchanges, lenders and other platforms.
TUMS is uniquely positioned to Backup-asset token as it is the only company to hold all of the
following distinctions:
1) DASTS Trust Company is a regulated financial institution and qualified custodian.
DCM Global Ltd. is a state-chartered trust company regulated by the LFSA of Financial Services
Authorities (LFSA) and must uphold the highest standards of customer asset protection.
Additionally, the LFSA has approved and regulates TUMS.
2) TUMS maintains relationships with large institutions in the Bullions market due to
TUMS’history providing post-trade products, including confirmation and affirmation services,
to the bullion and broader FX and commodity market. As a result, it has been able to secure
partnerships with top bullion providers and retailers.
3) TUMS has established success in creating asset-backed tokens.
An asset-backed token is a digital token based on blockchain technology that signifies and
derives its value from something that does not exist on the blockchain but instead is a
representation of ownership of a physical backed up by fiat, silver, gold, and other assets. Fully
utilized in Malaysia and to bring in FDI as well provide the services globally.

DASTSLIFE Digital Bank card is created and forged by the world’s leading Blockchain technology,
and currently supports VISA, Unionpay and MasterCard.
This Digital bank card allows members to freely transfer the mainstream cryptocurrency
into their wallet, for example: Transfer DASTS, TUMS, Bitcoin, Ethereum, and USDT etc...
into the card, and via the ATM that supports VISA, MasterCard and Unionpay around the
world, you can withdraw the local legal currency, you can transfer money internationally,
online purchases, and spend locally.
If it’s in China, it’s RMB, Malaysia will be MYR, Europe will be euro, Japan will be Yen, so
on and so forth. Totally breaking the barrier between cryptocurrency and legal currency.
Each and every single Digital Bank card will have it’s unique number and not only that, it
will be engraved with your personal name on it.

The wallet provides a safe place to store TUMS allowing members to send and receive TUMS.
Wallet includes the ability to find businesses that accept TUMS, Tap n GO for in-store
purchases, withdraw instant funds from ATM’s, and send gift certificates to friends and family.
The wallet will be the future of TUMS.

TUMS（T令）stablecoin stayed on the market; The First Peer-to-Peer Social Network Sharing
Economy Chain, as its community continue improving the functionality of their asset. What makes
it different from Tether? With TUMS（T令）, you can be sure that its value is totally backed up by
futures, fiats, gold, silver, and other assets. Qualified custodian regulated & Financial Services
(LFSA) . Collateralized by the USD and backed up by fiat, silver, gold, and other assets.
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TUMS（T令）stablecoin built on an entirely new economic model
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SUPPORTED Wallet FEATURES
Wallets have evolved from simple software programs handling key management to
sophisti- cated applications that offer a variety of features. Significant innovation at
both the protocol level and amongst wallet providers has led to the emergence of
several technical standards that are considered state-of-the-art, such as multisignature. While 56% of wallets offer multi-signature support, there are notable
differences between small and large wallets: only 42% of small wallet providers
offer multi-signature support compared to 86% of large wallet providers.
While 79% of smaller wallets and all large wallets support hierarchically
deterministic (HD) key generation, only 57% of largely incorporated wallets h ave
implemented mnemonic word sequences to date. This may be due to custodial
wallet services that store user keys on their servers and do not, therefore, offer a
passphrase for backup.
Buy and sell USDT, DAI, USDC, PAX, DASTS, BTC, ETH, XRP, Bitusd, GUSD,
USDS, BUSD, HUSD and many other cryptocurrencies and tokens.
Direct payment for services such as telephone, utilities, penalties, loans, taxes,
internet, etc.
QR Payments and peer to peer crypto and fiat currency transfer.
Affiliates Program ; multi-chain connection, integrate everything in the future

SUPPORTED Fiat currency

TUMS aspires to become part of the mainstream cryptocurrency financial system to satisfy widely
divergent criteria, in particular to fund digital asset projects as well as private and governmentbacked projects to empower a nations's economy in a blockchain based platform

DISCLAIMEROF
LIABILITY

The purpose of this White Paper is to present
DASTS and TUMS Token to potential token holders in connection with the proposed Token sale.
The information set forth below may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to
provide relevant and reasonable information to
potential token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of
the company with the intent of purchasing Tokens.
The information is not legal advice for your particular
legal needs. The following presentation contains
forward thinking and may change as time moves
ahead. .It is confidential and is made available strictly
on the basis of the confidentiality undertaking given by
the Recipient. It must not be copied, disclosed or
distributed to any other person or company without
the prior written consent of the Company. It is
provided for discussion only and does not form an
offer, contract or a legally binding document. The
figures included are illustrative projections only and
are based on a number of assumptions, including, but
not limited to, the most important assumptions, which
are noted in the financial section of this document. No
figures should be regarded as constituting a profit
forecast. The Company has taken all reasonable care
to ensure that the facts stated within are true and
accurate. To the best of its knowledge and belief, all
relevant facts have been included within and all
relevant facts material to any statement of opinion or
fact contained therein have not been excluded. It must
be noted that the Company shall not be liable to the
Recipient of this document for any loss, claim,
damage or expense arising In respect of this
document, its contents or any reliance placed on the
same and therefore the Recipient is encouraged to
obtain separate and independent verification of
information and opinions contained herein as part of
their due diligence.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to
constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation
for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an
offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any
securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not
composed in accordance with, and is not subject to,
laws or regulations of any jurisdiction, which are
designed to protect investors.

All image of trademarked, copyrighted, and/or
patented material in this presentation is for
informational and educational purpose only. This
document contains confidential information,
material, ideas, concepts and methodologies
proprietary to DASTS and TUMS. All rights in the
Propriety Information are reserved by the party to
which it belongs and no rights or obligation other
than those expressly set out in this proposal are
granted or to be implied. The parties hereto agree
to keep use it exclusively to assess and evaluate
this proposal. TUMS Token cannot be used for
any purposes other than those provided in the
White Paper, including but not limited to, any
investment, speculative or other financial purposes.
TUMS Token is not intended for sale or use in any
jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens
may be prohibited.
Such forward-looking statements or informa- tion
involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, which may cause actual events or
results to differ materially from the estimates or the
results implied or expressed in such forwardlooking statements. White Paper can be modified
to provide more detailed informa- tion. This
English language White Paper is the primary
official source of information about the TUMS
Token.
The information contained herein may from time
to time be translated into other languages or used
in the course of written or verbal commu n i c a t i o n s with existing and pr o s p e c t i v e
customers, partners etc. In the course of such
translation or communication some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupt- ed,
or misrepresented. The accuracy of such
alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English language
White Paper, the provisions of this English
language original document shall prevail.

